ABSTRACT. In this paper the concept of convergence defined by filters is used and applied in the study of semigroups. Special emphasis is placed on compact convergence semigroups and their properties.
Let / be the set of all subsets of a non-empty set S which contains {x}. Then is an ultra.filter called the principle ulrafilfer In [1] , Kent 's approach to convergence was to set up a mapping q from F(X), the set of all filters on a set X, to P(X), the power ,c* of X. Then a filter " on X is said to q converge to x in X, denoted by 9 r x, if x 6 q('). DEFINITION. A convergence space (X, q) is a non-empty set X'and a mapping q bctween F(X) and P(X) which satisfy the following conditions:
i) x, forallx6X;
ii) if '-xand '<_G, then Gx; iii) if 'xand x, then'nGx.
When these properties are satisfied q is known as a convergence structure. If the convergence structure is fixed for a specific discussion, as in reference to a general convergence space, we will refer to (X, q) 
